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Preliminary Notes 

Ultraviolet properties of compounds containing the silicon-silicon bond 

This investigation is part of a general study- on new types of organosikon polymers. 

PolJ-silanes with phenyl groups attached to silicon have been shown to have 
interesting ultra\Golet properties. Ha_gue and Prince’ have suggested that the unique 
-Tectral properties of hesaphenyldisilane are due to an intense interaction between 
phenyl <groups \vhich is facilitated b>- a type of conjugation involving overlap of 
vacant d-orbit& on silicon. Prompted b>- rhis obser-x-ation a study of the ultraviolet 

properties of the series of compounds. PhSiUe&Ph, has recently been reported2. 
\Yirh these compounds, where fl = 3-6, the successive interposing of dimethyl- 
.sil_iene units between the phenyl group s should effecti\-ely diminish the interaction 
between the phony1 groups. Howe\-er, quite the opposite was observed and the 
behavior noted can be considered to be analogous to the properties of the z,w-di- 
phenyipol>-enes3_ This implied that the polysilane chain itself might absorb ultra- 
viokt radiation without the presence of phenyl groups. 

--- .--_____- 
u OLzaincd with a I;eckman DI<z_X Spectrophotometer using cyclohesane as so!\-ent. b \‘aIues 

arc somcx-hat imprecise bwausc of solwnt cutofz. Position and iattmsit>- \-a=>- \vith concentration. 
ln the \-:rpor phase hesameth~ldisilane absorbs at 1gr.g mp. 

\\‘e ha\-e in\-estigated the ultra\-iolet properties of the family of permethylated 
straight-chain pol~silanes’, JIe~SiJIe2~,JIe, and found that they in fact do possess 

characteristic ultraviolet spectra (Table I)- The simple disiIane, hesamethyld.isiIane, 
was found to have absorption in the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Ail other 
homoIo,qes absorbed in the normal ultraviolet region The position of ma.xirmu-n 

* Some of thnc com~unds were graciously supplied by Professor ~L~HOTO ~<CX.IDA of Kyoto 
University. Japan. \Ve have found his procedur& for the s?_nthcsis of some of them to be quite 
satisfactory. 
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l-_kBLE 2 

c\- SPECTRAL DATA OF PHESYL- ASD METHYL-SUBSTI~TED DISILASES’ 

Xe,SiSiJIe, x99.56 7.230 
Ph\f+iSDfe, 230.5 f1,xlo 
PhJleSiSilfe, ‘30-5 r6.=,oo 
Ph3fe_siSJfe,Ph ~36.0 IS.Zoo 
Ph,SiSi-\fe, 334.0 1?.3oo 
FhZJfeSiS3fe.Ph 
Ph&SZfe,ti 

237-o 2r.3oo 
‘39.0 ‘3.Soo 

PhJfeSiSiMePh, 
Ph$.SJfePh, 

s3g.o 2=j.p0 

‘i=_5 35.200 
Ph,SiSiPh,t Z-16.5 3+oo 

p Spectra obtained vith a Beckman DI<z_A Spectrophotameter using cyciohezane as the 
sokcnt. * See Table I. 

abxxption and the molar ab~orptivit_v increase quite regularI>- with increazkg chain 
length, a property which is obsen-ed with other linearly conjugated syjtemsl 

I-iesamethvIdkiiane and hesaphenyldki!ane repreent the estrems of a famil_v 
oi dkilanes w&h have C&J- phenyl and methyi groups attached to silicon. The 
ultraviolet properties of aI1 of the members of this famil>- are repr=ented in Tabie 2. 
The -most dramatic increze in the i.,, is ob*n-ed when one methyl group of hesa- 
methyldisiIane in replaced b>- a phenyl group to give phenylpentameth-Idi&me. The 
phenyI group effectiveIy lengthens the conjugated system and would therefore be 
espected to cause an increse in the i.,o,. 

In gentx-al the moiar absorptivity in this series of compoun& incress with the 
increkng n-umber of phenyl groups and with optimum conjugation across the 
silicon-silicon bond_ The positions of absorption maxima tend to foliow the same 
order; however. there are some dixontinuitis because the conjugation of x-icinaI 
phen-I _groups has greater inf?uence than the addition of phtnyl groups in a geminal 
poStion. 

-1 similar enhancement of i,,, and molar absorptivit- is found in replacing a 
m&h>-l grwdp of octamethyItriZ!ane with a phen>-I group_ Thus, I-phen>-lhepta- 
methyitrkilane absorbs at 239-s rn,ct [E = 11,130: and z-phen>-iheptamet!r-Itrtiilanc 

T_-XBLE 3 

= spectra 
solvent_ 

C!~si\Icz:,Ct -219.5 - 

CljSi~fcz),CI “jS.0 - 

Ci~SiXe~&I 259-o 22,3oo 
ZZZ2.G 

(ShouIdrr} 
CH,=CH!SiJfe,),CH=CH, X5.0 i.900 
CH,=CH!SJIe,),CH=CH, 243.5 Q,ooo 

ob*i?ed x-&h a Beckman DKzX Spectrophotorreter using cyzlohexane ;LS the 
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absorbs at 243 rnp [e = 1x,150!. Replacing meth_vl groups with chlorine atoms has 

little effect on the ultraviolet spectra (Table 3). The only other group which has so 
far been found to be effective in altering the band position is the vinyi group. Thus, 
r.z&divinyItetramethyIdisilane and I~~vinyloctametltetrasilane possess ultra- 
violet spectra with maximum absorption at 225 and 243-5 rnp, respectively. 

From the foregoing discussion it can be seen that the unique spectral properties 
of poiysilanes are due to the silicon+ilicon bond acting as a chromophore, probably 
through the use of vacant d-orbitals of the silicon atom. Substituents such as phenyl 
and vinyl with their _z-electron systems are apparently able to be conjugated with 
polysilane chains through suitable overlap of d- and z-orbitals. 

The authors wish to espress their sincere gratitude to Professor X I<rxADA for 
suppiying purified samples of the permethylated polysilanes. This research was sup- 
ported in part under Contract XF 33’616f-6463 monitored by Materials Laboratory, 
Directorate of Laboratories, \Vright -Air Development Division, Wright-Patterson 
XFB, Ohio_ 
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Chemistry of the metal carbonyls 

XXVII. The infrared spectra of organomanganese and 
organorhenium pentacarbonyls * 

Recent interest in CO stretching modes in manganeseeJ. technetium3 and rhenium3 
pentacarbonyls prompts us to report observations which appear to confirm a theo- 
retical prediction”. Complexes of subgroup seven metals of t_vpe LM(CO), should show 
three CO fundanrental infrared bands, classified as two A r and one E stretching modes 
The generaht- of this deduction has been confirmed esperimentall~~~6, but it has been 
pointed out” that in addition to the normal frequencies, splitting of the intense E 
transition and appearance of a low intensity B, transition might be observed in the 
complexes if the @-and-metal group lacks axial symmetry. 

Xany manganese and rhenium complexes LM(CO), (where L is an asymmetric 
fluorocarbon group) have been prepared’. We are currently measuring their infrared 
spectra under conditions of high resolution. When the organic group in the manganese 
pentacarbonyls is not atiall\- symmetric. spectra in which the E band is split, such 

* For Pzrt XXVI ofthls series. see ref. I. 
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